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On August 9,1986, at 1052 hours while the reactor was in the REFUEL mode with the
core off-loaded, the Standby Gas Treatment System (SBGTS) initiated and the
drywell sump and torus vent valves isolated when an electrical short occurred|

| inside a Control Room panel. Control Room operators received indication that both
SBGTS trains had automatically initiated, and that drywell sump and torus ventl

valves had isolated. An investigation revealed that one end of an electrical;

I jumper inside a Control Room panel had . fallen off, and caused a short to ground.
! The short blew two fuses in the Reactor Protection System (RPS), initiating the
| event. The fuses were replaced, SBGTS operation was secured, the valve isolations
! were reset, and the jumper was removed at 1150 hours. The cause has been

attributed to personnel error, resulting from work inside the Control Room
panel s. The safety significance of this event is considered minimal. Corrective
action will be taken to require temporary variation removal before job closeout by
supervisors. This event will be required reading for all maintenance personnel
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| working with temporary variations.
!
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Date of Occurrence

The event cccurred on August 9,1986 at approximately 105'2 hours.

Identification of Occurrence

The Standby Gas Treatment System initiated, and the drywell sump and torus
vent valves isolated when an electrical jumper fell off the.inside' of a Control
Room panel and caused a short.

This event is considered reportable in accordance with -10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv).

Conditions Prior to Occurrence

The reactor was in the REFUEL mode with the core completely off-loaded, and
the reactor vessel was flooded.

Description of Occurrence

At 1052 hours on August 9,1986, Control Room personnel received alarms
indicating that both Standby Gas Treatment Systems (SBGTS) had automatically
initiated. Personnel also noticed that a partial drywell isolation had been
received, closing the drywell sump and torus vent valves. The isolation signal
could not be reset, and SBGTS operation could not be terminated. Instrumentation
and Controls (I&C) personnel investigating the event discovered that one end of an
electrical jumper connected at relay 6K28-3, had fallen off. The loose end
touched ground, creating a short, and blew two fuses, 6F7 and 6F9, in the Reactor
Protection System (RPS). This resulted in a loss of power to relay 6K37, which
initiates the SBGTS, and relay 6K96 and 6K97, which isolate the drywell sump
valves. Power was also lost to relays 6K108, 6K109, and 6K110, which caused the
torus vent valves to isolate.

The jumper was removed at 1150 hours and the blown fuses were replaced.
SBGTS operation was secured and the isolation signal was reset.

Apparent Cause of Occurrence
'

The apparent cause of the occurrence is personnel error. The jumper was
apparently knocked loose by personnel working inside the Control Room panels at-

some time before the event. In addition, the jumper installed was connected to
relay 6K28-3 with alligator clips, leaving it more susceptible to being
accidentally dislodged than if it had been wired onto the relay. The jumper had
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originally been installed in May 1986 to allow operation of the recirculation
sample valve for Appendix J Local Leak Rate Testing (LLRT). When LLRT was
complete the jumper was not removed, although it was no longer needed. For

'

jumpers installed in Control Room panels, it is common to use clip type
" alligator" connectors when the installation is for a short term. For longer term
installation, spade connector jumpers are normally used because they are less
likely to be accidentally dislodged. The jumper should have been removed promptly
upon job completion.

Analysis of Occurrence and Safety Assessment

The Reactor Protection System is designed to fail in a safe condition upon a
loss of power. When fuses 6F7 and 6F9 blew, the SBGTS initiated and the affected

, containment isolation valves closed as expected.

The safety significance of this particular event is considered minimal,
however, similar events involving different components could have a considerable
impact on safety.

Corrective Actions

Immediate corrective actions were taken to replace the blown fuses, remove'

the jumper, secure SBGTS operation, and reset the containment isolation.

A review of the electrical jumper section of the temporary variation log
covering the time period from the beginning of our llR outage to present will be
made to ensure that only necessary temporary variations remain installed.(

i

| Long term corrective action to be taken to prevent a similar event in the
future is issuance of this report as required reading for all maintenance

| personnel who work with or near temporary variations, emphasizing that temporary
variations should be removed as soon as practicable after work completion. .
Procedures will be reviewed and revised as necessary to ensure prompt removal of
temporary variations installed as part of a work package. An internal critique of
the event will be held. Also, the use of alligator clips versus spade lugs (or
other suitable alternat ves) will be evaluated.#
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GPU Nuclear CorporationNuclear ::'e=8r388
Forked River.New Jersey 08731-0388
609 971-4000
Writer's Direct Dial Number:

September 8, 1986

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sir:

Subject: Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
Docket No. 50-219
Licensee Event Report

This letter forwards one (1) copy of Licensee Event Report (LER)
No. 86-019.

Very truly yours,
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Pet 6r T"Tiedler
Vice President and Director
Oyster Creek

PBF:BP: dam (0220A)
Enclosures

cc: Dr. Thomas E. Murley, Administrator
Region I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, PA 19406

| Mr. Jack N. Donohew, Jr.
! U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

7920 Norfolk Avenue, Phillips Bldg.
Bethesda, MD 20014
Mail Stop No. 314

| NRC Resident Inspector
Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station!

Forked River, NJ 08731
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j GPU Nuclear Corporation is a subsidiary of the General Public Utilities Corporation


